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Abs!rac! 

We consider in this paper several f10w problems which are featured by 
having time-varying physical domains. The f10w equations under 
ìnvest培訓ion are Navier-Stokes equations for the incompressible f1uid f10w 
and the Euler equations for the highly compressible f1ow. The physical 
domain which varies with time adds additional c凹nplexities to the analysis 
of nonlinear partial differential equations which govern the f1uid f10ws of 
the present interest. Depending on the nature of the time-varying physical 
domain, we extend f10w analysis codes developed on fixed grids 個 moving

and sliding grids s。但 to facilita扭曲e analysis. As a frrst step in developing 
analysis codes to simulate the incompressible and compressible f1uid f10ws 
in an arbi甘叮ily configured domain, we consider some problems amenable 
扭曲alytic solution to verii)' the ideas adopted and the code developed here 
叮lÎs is followed by investigating some geometrically complex problems of 
industrial impo此ance.

Keywords: Navier-Stokes equations, Euler equatio酌， moving grids, sliding 
grids. 

在移動及滑動網格上之流體計算
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固立台灣大學造船及海洋工程系(所)

摘要

本文考慮數個隨時間物理域可改變的流體力學問題。所分析的方程式為不

可壓縮之 Navier-Stokes 方程式及可壓縮之 Euler 方程式。由於物理空間的可

變動性，使得分析更形複雜﹒依物理空間改變之特性，吾人將執行分析於移動

及滑動的之網格上以利分析的進行。首先，吾人考慮具實解的問題，以便驗證

程式之正確性。撥著，吾人亦分析工業應用上有重要性之複雜幾何外型之問題。

關鍵字:那維爾一史多克方程式﹒歐意耳方程式、移動網格、滑動綱格

With the advent of fi扭扭r computers wi也 larger

core memories and ever-improving computational 
techniques，∞mputer simulation nowadays is playing an 
increasingly prominent role in large-scale industrial 

f10w modelings or in configurations which are difficult 
to me晶叮e da扭扭 expe討men包 Wi曲曲is in mind, in 
the last decade we have developed finite volume and 
finite elemen! codes, with success, to simulate 
in∞mpressible Navier-Stokes equations and Euler 
equations, respectively. 羽田 approaches of which full 
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details can be found in [1 -3] enable us to perform a 
detailed examination of the flow. Cu叮'ent efforts are 
directed toward the full use of the advantageous 
at甘ibutes of the computational fluid dynamics by 
extending the afore-mentioned codes formulated within 
the fixed grid context to their moving counterpart. 
While it is more elaborate and demanding than models 
implemented on fixed grids, the numerical simulation of 
flow problems on moving grids offers significant 
advantages and greatly extends the application scope. 

Several numerical solutions to problems with 
moving boundaries have been reported. Among which, 
working equations formulated on moving coordinates 
and moving grids 訂e often refeπed to. In the first class 
of methods for computing flows in a domain with 
arbitrarily moving boundaries, it is demanded that the 
field equations be formula阻d in general moving 
coordinates. The fo口nulation of equations can be 
derived under the concept of Lie derivative [4]. This 
concept has been applied with success to compute flow 
fields around moving bodies by Ogawa and Ishiguro [5]. 
In their approach the computational coordinates fixed to 
the body move in space. 

Another class of methods devised to achieve the 
same goal is to formulate field equations on moving 
grids. While the formulation on moving grids has 
enjoyed generality and, thus, has wider application 
scope, field equations which express physical 
conservation laws are constrained by the sur臼ce
conservation law (SCL) and the volume conservation 
law (VCL). SCL was first pointed out by Trulio and 
Trigger [6] who dictated that cell volumes be closed by 
its surface while VCL demanded that the volumetric 
increment of a moving cell must be equal to the sum of 
the changes along the surface that encloses the volume. 
The necessity of incorporating this constraint condition 
into the formulation was not recognized until it was 
reiterated by Thomas and Lombard [7]. Later Demirdzic 
[8] and Warsi [9] also recognized the SCL as the 
fundamental constraint condition which should be 
solved together with 出e other conservation equations. 
Thomas and Lombard generalized these two laws in 
their pioneer work [7]. They calle社 it the geometric 
conservation laws (GCL), establishing the conservative 
relations ofthe surfaces and volumes ofthe control cells 
A flow simulation that does not satisfy the GCL, which 
govems the spatial volume element under an arbitrary 
mapping, produces errors and, thus, a旺ects the solutions 
in two ways [10]. The numerical 

fo口nulation on sliding grids has been proposed as 
another altemative to numerical simulation of problems 
with time-dependent grids [18-19]. The motivation 
behind the application of grids to flow analysis comes 
from the idea that has been frequently used in the area 
of solid mechanics. We will exploit this idea to 
problems which involve a rotating device in a restrictive 
physical domain. 

The present paper is organized as 自ollows. In 
Section 2, working equations for incompressible 
Navier-Stokes and compressible inviscid Euler 
equations are presented. Section 3 concen甘'ates on 
moving grids for both flows while on sliding grids 
simply for the incompressible viscous fluid flows. 
Section 4 will detai! methods by which fmite element 
and finite volume solutions can be accurately predicted. 
This paper is followed by the description of the 
problems which are chosen to validate the methods 
proposed here. In Section 5, results are presented 
without paying too much attention on the discussion of 
results. In Section 6, we make concluding remarks. 

2.Mathernatical equations 

We consider in this paper two flows of different 
characters. The first problem concems the 
incompressible Navier-Stokes equations which are 
formulated on moving or on sliding grids. For 
completeness, we also consider compressible Euler 
equations, which govem the gas dynamics in two 
dimensions and are expressed on moving grids. 

2.1 Incompressible Navier-Stokes equations 

For simplicity, we will restrict our attention to the 
analysis of two-dimensional viscous incompressible 
flow. The nature of this flow is govemed by the 
continuity equation and the Navier-Stokes equations 
given as follow: 

U" + vy = 0 , 
) l ( 

U1 +UU" +vuy =-p" + μ(uu + u炒) , (2) 

(3) V, +叭 +VVy =-Py + μ(Vu+V"，)' 

In the above equations, we denote by p and u, v the 
pressure and velocity components, respectively. For 
simplicity, the k旭ematic viscosity of the fluid is 
considered uniform. Starting with the implementation of 
a divergence-f泊e initial velocity vector, we seek a 
solution of(I-3) subject to proper boundary conditions. 

2.2 Comprcssible Euler equations 

Unlike the working equations given in (1-3) which 
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are cast in the primitive-variable form, the equations 
which 叮'e appropriate to describe inviscid and highly 
compressible gas dynamics are formulated in the s甘ong
conservation law form 

ðU ðF ðG ðU .ðU _ðU 
一一+一一+-一=-一 +A':'一+B一一 =0.
ðt ðx 司y ðt ðx 鈔，

(4) 

where 

U = [p, pu,pv,peJ, (5) 

F =~U， pU' + p， p帥， u(p+pe)j' , 

G=~v， p帥， pv' + p , v(p+pe)l' , 

(6) 

(7) 

0., 1., 0., o. I 

A=I 子a'-u' ， (3-y)u, -(y-I)v, (γ 寸) 1 

|帥~ ~ Q I 
1 (y-I)ua'- γ肘， ye - t(y -I)(a' + 2u'), - (y -1)帥， yu 1 

(8) 

r 0., 0 , 1., O. 1 
8=1 -uv, v, u, o. ..1 
|毛.!.a2 _v2

• -(y-l)u, (3-y)v. 的 -1) 1 

1 (y -I)va' γ間， -(γ-1)帥" ye-f(y 咱 I)(a' + 2v'), yv 1 

(9) 

In the above equations, p is denoted as the density, 
p the pressure, u, v，自e velocity component along x and 
y direction respectively. e is the specific total energy, r 
is the specific heat ratio and a is velocity defined by 
a = (u' + ν')'" . For the sake of closure，也e equation of 

state for ideal gas is considered in the present study 

1 0 1 。
p = (y-l)p(e-~u' -: V'). The main reason of 

2 2 
representing working equations in conservation law 
form is that such a formulation permits the simulation of 
physical shocks and contact discontinuities in the flow 
interior 

3.Flow analyses on time-dependent physical domain 

As alluded to earlier, we c叮叮r out flow analyses on 
moving and sliding grids. We begin by presenting some 
fundamentals for the methods adopted here. 

3.1 Flow calculations on moving grids 

The basis for an analysis formulated on moving 
grids 時晶晶llows. For a field variable in a moving grid 

system, the change of 掛 with time takes as the sum of 
the change due to moving grids and the change due to 
the field variable itself which varies with time. The 
above physical interpretation can be mathematically 
realized through the following identity equation. 

唔，

白中 ð中|-_'1 =-_'1 +(吼叫). V<j> 
dtl但前 dt I(x,y) 間 , 

(1 0) 

In the above equation, (ç，可) and (x,y) denote 
moving and fixed coordinates. Equation (1 0), which 
formulates the core of the present analysis, introduces 
grid velocities 丸， vg into the flow formulation 
conducted on a time-varying domain: 

uz=乳η} ) l l ( 

九=乳η) (1 2) 

Upon substituting equation (1 0) for a 
representative field variable to the momentum equations 
formulated on fixed grids, equations (2-3) cast on 
moving grids become 

u, +(u-u, )u, +(ν -Vg )uy = -Pr +μ(un +u"J (1 3) 

v, +(u-u, )v, +(v-v, )vy = -Py + μ(vn +V~) (14) 

What is remarkable is that these equations be訂 close

resemblance to 出eiT counterpart equations cast in fixed 
grids. A direct consequence of this resemblance is that 
the numerical solution of equations (1 3-14) requires no 
additional consideration other 出an that paid to the 
discreti回tion of equations (2-3). The most difficult 阻sk

is with the geome廿ical conservation law which has a 
close relevance to the grid velocities shown in equations 
(1 3-14). These two equations and equation (1), which is 
invariant in moving grids, constitu扭曲e core of the 
analysis for simulating problems where p訂t of the 
surface bounding the flow region moves in time 

3.2 Flow calculations on sliding grids 

For the description of analysis on sliding gri心， we 
consider Navier-Stokes equations cast in cylindrical 
coordinates 兮，()，z)

1 ð(rvJ , 1 ðv, _f\ 
一一-一一- .. 
r ðr r ðfJ 

(1 5) 
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(1 6) 

ðv.18. .18 
了斗+ ':'7-(阿刊 )+'::':_(v" 丸)
(}t rOr rc旬

18. ðv.. 18 (vðv.ì v.v. 2v 仇'. VV^ 1 ðo 
=一一(vr":"-l +一一l 一--': I-~+ -~ .::• _'_0 ___ζ 

r8,.' 8r' rae\r ae) r r' ae r' rae 

Figure 1: An iIIustration of two layers of grids which 
slide each other 

Referring to Fig.l , two layers of grids slide to each 
other. The ll1ain idea behind 伽 analysis forrnulated on 
sliding grids is that flux 扭扭ins conservation across the 
sliding bOWldary. With this underlying idea in ll1ind, it 
is a sill1p le matter of extending the analysis scope to 
sliding grids by rewriting v" V. 個d at the grid point 啊，
to achieve the flux conservation. The resulting velocities 
are obtained 晶﹒

(1 7) 

1he analysis begins with the change of 
independent variables in between fixed coordinates 
令，e，z，f) and rotating coordinates 
(r'==r ， 8'= 日- wt , z' = z, t' = t). The rotation 世equency
is denoted as w. As a result of this 甘叩sforrnation， the 
relations between velocity cOll1ponents v, and v. and 
their corresponding velocity components read 品

W,. = Vr and 川=v.。一 wf .. Application ofthe chain rule 

leads to the working equations in rotating coordinates 

(1 9) 
九缸 . +v... .ox 
mt刊

Mp 
V,N (1 8) 

。q， . 1 a I'7H T..l "\ • 1 a /TT"- 1 ð ......... n. ð中
一+一一(RVi中，)+一一 (UI中);一一(rR一)
ðf R ðR . .. R æ'" R ðR • ðR 

1 ð .r <% 
+一一c ::)+S, 

R ae 'R ae' 

(20) 

ο1) 

v'N川 ÔX，+l +VON, 'Oxj 

M P 

FL 釘1+1 +九 .õx，

血Xp

-v
ON 

r N 

4.Disc甜甜甜甜on methods for working equations 
formulated on moving aud sliding grids 

Having derived the working equations on moving 
and sliding gri品， we are to solve for dependent 
variables from them. Three analysis codes have been 
developed iÌ'om scra阻h in the last decade. One was 
developed on 血e b品is of finite volume method for 
analyzing three-dimensional Navier-Stokes equations 
甘1e other two are finite element codes developed for 
analyzing high-speed gas dynamics in two dimensions 
and for simulatin皂 three-dimensional Navier-Stokes 
equations, respectively. Due to space limitation, these 
codes are not detai!ed here 

φ R 。 U V r 
continuity eq. 1 r' 。' μ'e 仇'r U 

r' momentumeq. Wr r' 。' We Wr v 

。， momentum eq. Wr r' 。' Wq μ'r U 

where 

4.1 Petrov-Galerkin monotone finite element model 
for incompre扭曲le flow simula世on

There have been quite a few methods which can be 
applied with greater success to analyze Navier-Stokes 

Sφ 

continuity eq. 。

r' momentum eq 世宇:ii-j括最(均 +ω刊)

-?'t一學

出呼叫+訴說于

()' momentum eq 門拉主+月于 2ωωr 

ω衍生告 ω吾吾

主tF
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equations. We lay emphasis on the mixed formulation to 
ensure the satisfaction of divergence free character of 
由e velocity vector which serves as a constraint on the 
motion of incomprl自sible fluid flow. For the sake of 
presentation of the method, we wi叫II herein r.間e的st削rictt 
ourselves t岫o 吐血le t阿、Wν帕峙。o-di

the e自ss扭en凶ti凶a叫1 fi跆eat岫ur扭e臼s embodied in the propo臼se“d method. 
In wha! follows, we applied the method of 

weighted residuals to obtain the weak statement of the 
working equations. For retaining a smooth pressure 
solution, choice of fmite elements warrants a 
consideration. The guideline is that the element in use 
must accommodate the LBB stability condition [20-21]. 
In the approximation of flux derivatives, the obstacle to 
giving a satisfactory scheme is at甘ibuted to ∞nvective 

terms which involve frrst derivative terms. For coπectly 
accounting for the real physics in multiple dimensions, 
the downwind coefficients should be considered less 
significant than the upwind coefficients. Furthermore, 
the downwind coefficients should be negligibly small in 
comp缸ison with those at the upwind nodes in the 
convective dominance case. For providing a upwindin唱
effect to the formulation , the test space selected for use 
requires that test space be different from the basis space 
to enhance the stability of由e discrete system. It is 剖so

desired to introduce the streamline operator 旭抽出e

formulation when constructing the test s戶ce. A direct 
benefit is that much of the false diffusion errors can be 
reduced in the simulation of multi-dimensional fluid 
flow where convective e能ct prevails. 

The sole use of upwinding treatment, however, can 
not guarantee the solutions to be entirely monotonic. It 
may lead to a solution of uns個.ble nature in the vicinity 
of sharp layers. Consequently, it has been a considerable 
impetus towards developing a genuine multi
dimensional monotone method for the 甘ansport

equation. As inspired by the fmdings of Ah間'5 and 
Telias [22], we construct finite element sti伍less matrix 
which falls into an M-ma甘ix category [23-24]. To 曲IS

end, we incorporate an exponential additive to the test 
function. It leads to 

B， (S η)~[{芽的)l(每川)
。2)

where h, and hy 叮e grid sizes. It is emphasized thatα 
and ß are local par缸neters designed for providing a 
better solution accuracy. Substitution ofthe above test 
and basis functions to the weighted residuals statement, 
it yields a system of algebraic equations. One can refer 
to reference [3] for additional de祖ils

4.2 Taylor-Galerkin fini!e elemen! model wi!h FCT 
fiI!ering capability 

Finite element method has ostensible advantages of 
providing geome甘ic flexibili紗， application versatili紗，
and automatic implementation of boundary conditions 
of 血e Neumann 可pe. Besides these advantages, finite 
element analysis has a theoretical foundation to prove 
the convergence of solutions. Thus, use of the fmite 
element method in modeling high speed compressible 
flow with possible discontinuities is on the rise in the 
field of aeroacoustics and gas dynamics. 

The key to solving the above hyperbolic system 
given in (4-9) is to in甘oduce the characteristic features 
into 出e discretization of flux terms. There are many 
characteristic discretization schemes to choose from. 
Among them, the characteristic fmite element method 
[2勻， the discontinuous Galerkin method [2旬， the 
discontinuity capturing SUPG method [27], and the 
FCT fmite element method [28-2月， are often referred to. 
Whether there exists one approach which outperforms 
the others is not yet completely trivial to us and is 
believed to be a subject of continuous investigation. 

Following the essence of 也e Taylor Galerkin 
model [.圳， we expand the flux terms via Taylor series 
expansion and then 間place the higher-order time 
derivatives with the spatial derivatives. lnclusion of 
these higher-order terms brings in 出e hyperbolic 
property and, thus, enhances scheme s帥ility and 
improves also ph晶e accuracy. Having approximated the 
time derivative tem泊， we proceed to discretÎzin皂白e

remaining differential equations which involve only 
spatial derivatives by applying the Galerkin weighted 
residuals model. While stability of the discrete 
hyperbolic system has been enbanced, the added 
artificial visco且可 causes the acc叮acy to deteriorate. 
Very often, numerical spreading is too excessive to 
allow accurate p阻diction of the 甘'ansport phenomenon. 
Thus, there is strong motivation to develop an accurate 
scheme while retaining good stability in regions 
containing h igh gradient profiles. 

The monotone positivity-preserving scheme was 
first investigated by Boris and Book [31] who proposed 
the Flux-Corrected-Transport (FCT) solution algorithm 
This algorithm was later generalized by Zalesak [32] 
and extended to multi-dimensional analyses. The idea 
behind this nonlinear flux correction method is to 
combine a high-order scheme with a low-order scheme 
so that the former scheme can be used 泊 smooth regions 
and the monotonic low-order scheme is in 由e vicinity 
of discontinuities. Later, Erlebacher [33] and Parrot et al 
[ 
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system. Full details of this finite element code is given 
in [2]. 

By employing the Reynolds transport theorem as 
Probert indicated in [3呵， we have the following 
expression which invokes the reference 世ame speed 
(峙，、.):

~ l uwdn = 1去(UWbG(間UW)+ 向

This equation enables us to derive j WðU I ðt dn as 
follows 

iwfF晶言時(UW)dn-lu等品

=tkUW)品一 lU莘品-lW{是叫+

去叫品 (24) 

By defmition, the reference 仕ame velocity takes on the 
same value as the mesh veloci旬， yielding 

dW -0 
d 

ο5) 

The finite element equations on moving grids are thus 
derived as 

M6U" =CF" +CG" +S (26) 

where 

加
‘

M 
(27) 

M:=L(NNJ-iω(芸斗私
卡特(4+4)+
寺(44夸)]}dn"

和吋

吋A字叫]}dr (28) 

C" = lc::] (29) 

叫警[血付他t'(A莘+喇

+MZbB2字J]晶 I

- Jn，N.[血什州等吟)
i-f.lM'( A'字叫去
+卸去+B22月:]dr (30) 

ë~1 = 卡;l (31) 

可 =1今[ð的J-ipaf(A等+引
1 . J ι ð'N ι 白 ð'N
?叫A7+ 血跡

、
I
l
i
-
-
'

，

訓
，
一
砂

nu + 

γ
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一
街
心
H
J一
時

北

A
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-
t
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H
U川
d
f
q
l
、

B
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i
E
i
'

，

r
ι
A
A

N
J
-
f
他
→

MU-BEl-2NJf 
BJHU-a 

十

w
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N
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f
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-
L

Mu-aNU 
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的
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-
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+-+ 

。'N. ^ ð'N. ì I 
+BAEEJ+B 育了 J Idr (32) 

S=-L(寺院EHZLZMjaω
。3)

+ JNi(nrU :rU +nyuy呻叭E
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4.3 Finite volume method for the incompressible 
Iluid Ilow 

In the past decade we have developed an analysis 
code for simulating incompressible Navier-Stokes 
equations based on the finite volume method. To 
simúlate the realistic flow problems involving complex 
geometry, we performed the analysis on curvilinear 
coordinate system. In curvilinear coordinates, full 
transformation approach which features the use of 
contravariant velocities as working variables was 
considered. The transformed equations bear a close 
resemblance to the equations fo叮nulated on Cartesian 
coordinates. As a result, flux discretization schemes so 
far developed on C叮tesian coordinates can be appIied to 
discretize the transformed equations. For solving a 
large-scale problem, we have a preference for a 
segregated method. Velocities and pressure are solved 
iteratively though a repeated correction of the solution 
built in the SIMPLE solution algorithm 

Before proceeding into the result and discussion 
section, we summarize here 也e discretized equation in 
the following form: 

a，中p = QE中E+ αw中w +aN中 N +as中s +b (34) 

where 

"E = DAP. Il+max(一九0)

。w = DAP. Il+m血(-丸，0)

a , = D.Aij月 [)+m叫一F呵，0)

a, = D， Aijξ[)+max(一九0)

尺 =(pU).~y

D =玉皇E
, (&l. 

p=立袖的 1 = e, w,n.s 
D 

Aijp,[)= m缸(0， (1-0.1[ p, [)5) 

o p~6.x.血y
a: =--一

~t 

b=SJ1X血，y + α;中:

(35) 

(36) 

(37) 

(38) 

(39) 

(40) 

(41) 

(42) 

(43) 

(44) 

外 =aE + αW+aN+aS+ α~ -S,M ð.y (45) 

S. =Sp中p +SC (45) 

5 .Results and discussion 

We wiII present in this paper several test examples 
to show the applicability of three investigated codes to 
simulate flows in time-evolving physical domain. 
Description of flow physics embedded in the domain is 
left for future study 

5.1 Flow in a rolling-piston-type rotary compressor 

The rolling-piston-旬'pe rotary compressor has been 
widely used in the air-conditioner and refrigeration for 
quite some time. Numerical exploration into this 
problem is of practical importance to increase 由e
compressor efficiency without at the cost of increasing 
the noise. The physical problem under investigation is 
configured in Fig.2. The main components of the rotary 
compressor comprise two circular cylinders. The 
smaller circle, whose axis of rotation is not configured 
co-axiaIly with the larger one, rotates tangentiaIly with 
respect to the larger circle in the sense that there exists a 
seeming contact point. It is this contact point and the 
up-and-down moving vane, which locates in between 
the inlet and outlet port of the compressor, divides the 
flow passage into two parts. Depending on the direction 
ofthe inner rotating disk, the suction chamber is 出e one 
in the downstream end of the rO個.ry circle whiIe the 
compression chamber is on the upstream counte中缸t

As the design requires, the inlet po討 is kept open and 
the working gas is issued into the suction chamber. The 
outlet po目 is always closed except at the time when a 
high-pressure medium is discharged out of tl回
compressor. It is wor甘ly to note 也at the vane which 
moves up and down is used to prevent the gap to occur 
in between two chambers. The radius ofthe larger circle 
is with the value of 1 while the smaIler one has the 
radius value ofO.875. The width ofthe vane is taken as 
0. 1. 

Vane 

piston 

。5 0.0 。 5 '。

(a) 
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Figure 2: (a) The schematic of rolling-piston-type 
rotary compressor; (b) pressure contours 
computed at t = 0.325 

As an initial boundary-valued problem, initial 
conditions with 1"'1.4, 1"'1000, lFV=O are prescribed to 
start the calculation. The ro個月I piston rotates 
counterclockwise with an angular speed w =π. The 
results which contain 甘emendous data have been 
presented in an animation fashion in the conference to 
provide readers a clear pic仙re ofthe flow evolution. 

5.2 Flow in a f1exible vessel 

The flexible vessel whose boundary is al10wed to 
vary is shown schematical1y in Fig.3. This problem is 
chosen to demons甘ate the validity of the Petrov
Galerkin finite element code formulated on moving 
grids. At the initial time t= 0，也e velocity at the inl帥，
which is sufficiently ups甘eam of the oscillating part of 
the vessel, is ful1y-developed in 也e original1y s甘血的t
vessel. As time develops, the flexible ve唱el of length 
2 oscillates harmonical1y. At 也e opposite end which is 
located sufficiently downstrearn of the flexible section 
we prescribed there also a velocity profile of the zero
gradient type. The rest of the boundary ∞ndition 扭曲at
of the no-slip type where velocity is prescribed with a 
value of zero. We have also pr，目ented an animated 
results in the conference. This facilitates us to gain 
physical de回ils of the time-evolving vortical f10w due 
to the oscillating motion ofthe flexible vessel 

t手之
5 

(a) 

-路懿翠萃
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Figure 3: (a) The schematic of the flexible vessel 
containing a harmonic-moving section; (b) 
the pressure contours computed at t = 
0.51 

slîding boundary fixed wall 
' 

solving 00_ 
rotating coordinates $olving 00 

fixcd coordinatcs 

Figure 4: An ilIustration 01 the sliding grid 
configuration for the problem used to 叫
validate the code 
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Figure 5: A comparison study 01 results computed 
from equations lormulated on moving 
coordinates and sliding grids 

5.3 Examples featured by having sliding grids 

This paper is concluded by presenting results for 
problems which are most suited to be analy甜d on 
sliding grids. The presen個tion of the results in this 
category begins with a co-axial two cylinder flow. As 
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Fig.4 shows, the inner cylinder rotates clockwise with a 
企equency of 曲=1, while the outer cylinder is fixed. The 
prpblem can be 自由er analyzed in rotating coordinates 
or in the grid sys阻m which contains two layers of grids. 
One of which slides with another, in between which 
th~rè is an interface. Res叫ts obtained by solving the 
corrésponding equations on their grids should provide 
the same solutions. In the light of above discu阻ion， we 
can validate 0叮 code implemented on sliding grids. The 
comp訂ison is shown in Fig.5, from which it is clear to 
see the close agr臼ment between two sets of data 

We also present here some results of practical and 
mili個ry importance using the comrnercially available 
coM, CFX, which also embodies the sliding grid 
capability. Test problems are known as the f10w 
simùlations in a mixing tank (Fig.6), cross-f1ow fan 
(Fig.7), and the submarine f10w with rotating propellers 
(Fig.8). All these results are，晶 befo時， presented in the 
animation for the illustration p間pose

(a) (b) 

Figure 6: (a) A Schematic of mixing tank with buffle 
plates; (b) the computed limiting 
streamlines on the tank side wall 
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(b) 
Figure 1: (a) A scnemallc OT cro~~-TlUW 10m, (D) lhe 

computed pressure contours 

(.) (b) 

Figure 8 個) A schematic of submarine with 
propellers in rotation; (b) the pa吋icle
tracerlines near the propeller 

6.Conch且ding remarks 

This paper partly 甜ports on three codes developed 
in the past decade. 甘甜甜 finite volume and finite 
element codes have been originally developed on fixed 
grids to soIve for incompressible Navier-Stokes 
equations in three dimensions and compressible Euler 
equations in two dimensions. The other focal point of 
this study is on the extending of these codes to moving 
and s Iiding grids. Test examples of academic as well 
practical impo此ance have been attempted to address the 
usefulness of the sliding and moving grids to facilitate 
the analysis. 
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